
Defeat from the jaws of victory! [posted 31/08/13] 

The end of this game is where we'll start.  Kelburne's top order had been dealt with [Ed: 
including their appellant!], there were ten overs left and they needed 65 runs to win, five 

wickets down.  Odds on a home win?  Two overs later and seven wickets were down, and 
only 5 more runs had been scored.  60 needed from eight, and only three wickets in hand.  

Only something really silly could see Kelburne win it from here, eh?!?  And silly it would be as 

- over after over - the required runs were accummulated and the jitters became palpable.  
But even that said, when the last over started, the equation was still odds-on the 'Loc.  12 

needed to win.  Ball #1 went for a 4!  8 needed from five.  Then a 2!  Surely not.  Ball #3's a 
leg-bye and ball #4 sees a wicket taken, number ten Hamilton bowled.  It's now nine down 

and 5 still needed from two.  But then Anjum's fifth delivery's a leg-side wide, and worse still 
the batters run a bye.  2 runs scored.  Ooops.  3 needed from two balls.  The penultimate 

ball is another leg-bye.  2 needed from the last delivery, Kelburne's last man, Arbuckle, on 

strike and facing only his second ball.  Here it comes.  4!  Squeezed through the on-side and 
over the boundary.  The 'Loc lose.  An amazing end.  And credit Arbuckle and his fellow not 

out batter, number seven O'Connell (who finished on 35) for holding their nerves.  Spare a 
thought, too, for Anjum who was the unlucky bowler charged with bowling over 50.  And in 

Arbuckle's case there was some sort of karma at play as he'd been in a similar situation last 

season, batting in the last pair again in the 'Loc's home match against his side, only to see his 
partner get out with an over to go when just 8 were needed to win.  Redemption.  

  
For the 'Loc bowlers, there were "3-fors" for both Zaeem (3 for 30) and Anjum (3 for 60), 

and Mikey's figures of 10-1-26-1 were impressively economical.  Zaeem's had a really good 
season.  Well actually half a season, having only returned to playing in the second half.  His 

eighteen league and Scottish Cup wickets have come in just eight games, and come at 15.3.  

Really encouraging.  Here's hoping we see him before July next season!!  Also in the teens of 
wickets were Anjum (15), NJ (14) and Mike (14), with Carl being top wicket taker with 25, at 

19.3.  Back to today's game though..... 
  

Kelburne's target of 230 had been set earlier of course, the 'Loc  batting first after winning 

the toss and post 229 for 9.  There were runs for the top order batters with Anjum (26), Abid 
(35), Carl (47), Pasty (46) and Mikey (29) all making meaningful contributions.  The biggest 

partnership again featured Carl and the skipper, the two adding 99 for the third wicket.  And 
the improvement in the side's batting this season has been the solidity of its top order with 

Anjum finishing the year with 390 runs in CSL and Scottish Cup cricket, Craig with 444 and 

Carl 491.  The contributions of these three - with cameos from others on more than a few 
occasions - have been crucial in the 'Loc being competitive in almost every game, their 

season-ending NRR being testament to this.  But today it wouldn't be enough, the dramatic 
end seeing to them getting only 2 and 10 points.  And this saw them finish in sixth place in 

the table, the cruel irony being that if the ending had been different, and with Greenock 
losing to Stenhousemuir, a win would've seen the guys finish in fourth spot.  Those are the 

fine margins at this level.  But though the end was frustrating, the season's seen 

improvement, the side being comfortably mid-table throughout and competitive every week.  
The league was won by East Kilbride with their win at Meikleriggs, and who was the last side 

to defeat EK?  That'll be the 'Loc then! 
  

A final mention in finishing to Carl and Mike who, today, signed-off their 'Loc careers - at 
least for the time-being.  Well played today, and thanks for all you've done both on-and-off 
the field.  For Carl it's the end of a four-year association.  For Mike, two years.  Both have 

been credits to themselves and their families, and have left meaningful legacies.  Thank you.  
  

Scorecard doesn't tell the whole story [posted 24/08/13] 
The scorebook would have you think this was a regulation game where the team batting first 

made a respectable 166, and their opponents then chased it down comfortably enough, 

losing only a couple of wickets.  But, of course, this would be wrong.  Sure, Prestwick did 
score 166 all out, and the 'Loc did chase it, two down, but this doesn't tell the half of it.  Try 

this for size reader: 22 overs in to the first innings and Prestwick are 58 for 8, the whole of 



the top and middle orders departed.  Z has a "5-for" and it looks like the 'Loc might be 

chasing around 70 or 80.  But no-one had accounted for number nine Nathan Calderwood.  
Who he?  Indeed.  Well we all know who he is now.  After kicking away the first few 

deliveries and looking like he might've turned up for a "come-and-try" cricket "taster" session, 
Mr. Calderwood then proceeded - as if from nowhere as the saying goes - to have a dip.  And 

how!  Boom!!  Six 6s and six 4s later and he's on 80, and his side's gone past 150.  Numbers 

ten and eleven - Ablett and Stafford Jnr. - have kind of chipped in, but their combined 28 was 
nowt compared to the carnage that Calderwood was enacting.  Extraordinary.  And it seemed 

the 'Loc bowlers were unable to prevent it, until that is - finally - he holed out to Mikey off 
Anjum's bowling.  Well batted mate!  So it wasn't 70-odd to win, it was nearer 170.  

  
But back to the start for a minute.  Zaeem had his "5-for", but it could've been more.  He was 

on a hat-trick at one point, Morrison facing the hat-trick ball.  Z proceeds to clean him up, 

only for it to be called a no ball!.  Then there were slips catches grassed, and other 
opportunities grassed in the outfield, not to mention a home batter holing out of a free hit!  It 

was all happening, and the big man might well've ended up with seven or eight scalps and 
not just the five he did pocket.  Carl, too, was in amongst the wickets, picking up a "3-for" for 

himself.  

  
And Carly would enjoy an good all-round performance when the second half came.  Ten 

overs in and the 'Loc were just 31 for 2, Abid and Anjum both out.  Carl and new partner 
Pasty were together and there were still 140 or so runs to get.  And the two started the 

process of getting these runs cautiously, getting to drinks together having added just 57 runs 
in around fifteen overs.  Nice and patiently does it.  And as the 30th over came and went so 

the two opened up a bit and the runs started to flow.  31 runs were added between overs 25 

and 30 to give the run-chase real momentum.  Pasty went to his 50, and the partnership 
would eventually end up at 136 as, in the 39th over, the winning post was passed.  167 for 2, 

Carl unbeaten on 48, Craig on 76.  A "professional" performance and one that all but put to 
bed that remarkable end to the Prestwick innings.  

  

Hard to know how this one got away [posted 10/08/13] 
It was a bit like last weekend really.  A decent first half where the opposition posted a score 

that the 'Loc would've likely settled for pre-match, and then a run-chase that was bang on 
track: runs being accumulated nicely, wickets in hand.  Ideal.  But then something happened, 

or more accurately then nothing happened for a while.  Too long a while, and with the 

impasse came a clatter of late wickets and, ultimately, defeat.  Defeat by 25 runs chasing 199 
for the win when, with eighteen overs to go and Carl and Pasty going well, the equation was 

just four-and-a-half runs-an-over needed and eight wickets in hand.  Hard to lose from there 
you'd have thought.  But we did.  Carl (51) went with the score on 115, nicking off to 

Stafford to the bowling of Ferguslie's pro' Dabengwa.  Spenny and and Craig then went at 4-
an-over for a few overs before Brian's was the fourth wicket to fall.  Still though, the equation 

was still straight-forward 66 runs needed from more than twelve overs.  But then, for some 

unknown reason, the runs dried up.  Matt came in at six having elevated himself up the order 
ahead of Mikey and Scotty because the fourth wicket fell in the batting power-play, but he 

just couldn't get going.  In fact he'd bat from the 38th over until the 48th over but manage to 
eek out just 5 runs, all in singles.  His wicket was the eighth to fall, others tumbling at the 

other end as batters tried - in vain - to accummulate the necessary runs.  Pasty (42) was fifth 

out, and Mikey and Scotty - now at seven and eight respectively - went with the score on 
154.  The last few overs were the usual mad-cap hitting and scurrying affairs, but it was too 

little too late, and when Lexy was run out in the last over the side had capitulated to 173 all 
out from a position where they looked odds-on winners.  Bizarre. 

  
But let's not focus entirely on the inability to rotate the strike in the second half of the 'Loc's 
innings.  As ever there are many reasons in a 100-over game where runs are gained and lost, 

and with them, often, the match itself.  The first half had been fine, Ferguslie posting 198 for 
9 would've been "banked" pre-match, but it could've been better still.  Gifting 21 runs in 

wides wasn't smart, nor was leaking 5 runs in no balls.  Then, as the home side's lower order 



were exposed, letting number seven, Cook, bunt 41, and then Carruthers (12) and Mories 

(17) getting into double figures, wasn't ideal.  104 for 6 really shouldn't have gotten to 198.  
But it did.  And then at the "business end" of proceedings the 'Loc just couldn't execute their 

skills.  
  

In that first half Carly had taken 3 for 40 in his ten overs, with a couple of wickets each for 

Zaeem, Anjum and Mikey. And Mike's figures of 10-1-18-2 deserve mention in their totality 
too, representing a good tight spell of slow left-arm bowling.  Elsewhere today there were 

wins for Greenock, Kelburne and Prestwick, results that see the 'Loc remain in sixth in the 
table. 

  
Good win over league leaders [posted 03/08/13] 

The 'Loc's win at Torrance House this afternoon - as well as being one that opened up the 

top of the table for our mates at the FOD - was also reflective of the continuing improvement 
of the side that's taken place as the season has progressed.  The home side went in to the 

game sitting a-top the division, unbeaten this season in the league.  To then bowl them out 
for just 179 before chasing this with eight balls to spare, seven down, is, therefore, all the 

more encouraging.  And lob in that, on a day of topsy-turvy results, Weirs and Greenock also 

won, the 'Loc's win takes on even greater importance.  To the game itself..... 
  

East Kilbride won the toss and decide to bat first.  The 'Loc's attack would be spearheaded by 
Lexy who was returning to the side after both Zaeem and Hari' pulled out.  Opening with him 

was Anjum.  And earlier breakthroughs were made.  Smith and Kampman were both returned 
to the clubhouse before 20 was on the 'board, both victims for Lexy.  But Alex was far from 

finished as regards his wicket-haul was concerned, and he'd go on to grab a "5-for" to get his 

name onto the honours board.  In fact he got five of the East Kilbride top six batters, 
finishing with 5 for 33 in his 10.1 overs.  20 for 2 then became 36 for 4 as the earlier 

advantage was pressed home.  And it was still the first ten overs.  Great start.  But great 
starts have been made before, and the 'Loc would be mindful that in the first league game 

between the two sides at Shawholm in May EK had been 129 for 7 at one point but had 

recovered to post what had seemed an improbable 205.  And that day, that had been too 
many to chase down.  So the task was to not let their hosts get away again.  Pleasingly, 

though home pro' Kleinveldt was proving unmovable - and would go on to an impressive 
unbeaten 111 - wickets continued to be taken.  36 for 4 became 110 for 7, and then - after 

55 was added by Kleinveldt in partnership with Richards [Ed: who made 8 of them!] - the 

tailwas mopped up really well to see the innings close on 179.  A really good effort by 
Kleinveldt to carry his bat, but an equally proficient bowling performance by the 'Loc that saw 

them "in the game" at tea.  
  

Key to the run-chase was to get off to a decent start.  31 for 1 was, therefore, maybe just 
pass marks.  Abid was the man to go, caught by 'keeper Smith off Kampman.  He'd scored a 

now-recognisably brisk 19, hitting a customary maximum en route.   But he was gone, and 

couldn't influence things further.  An okay start.  But when it was 38 for 2 three overs later, 
and Anjum was "back in the hutch", the start was maybe more a resit candidate that an 

honours student.  Pass marks rescinded.  Pasty and Carly together at the crease, and some 
rebuilding needed.  Pleasingly the aim was achieved and the pair took the total, first, past 50, 

then through the three figures barrier.  And the total had moved on to 112 when Pasty (30) 

departed courtesy of a great catch by that man Kleinveldt again, high above his head.  112 
for 3, and game on again.  Still 68 needed.  Carl and new partner Mikey then added 23 

before the latter became the fourth wicket, bowled by.....Kleinveldt (!) for 7.  135 for 4, but 
Carl still in, and so at least one of the batters was set.  But when he then departed - trapped 

LBW by Singh for 52, with the score on 157 and 23 still needed - the fat lady was still in her 
changing room.  157 for 5, 23 needed from nine overs.  And the home side wasn't finished 

taking wickets.  Matt (16) and Scotty (0) would be numbers six and seven to fall before 

Spenny (11*) and Owais (3*) saw their side home.  And it was over 49 when the winning 
post was passed!  A win by three wickets. 

 



Not enough runs [posted 27/07/13] 

Setting aside that in the Stenhousemuir run-chase - that was successful in seeing them get 
the 180 they needed to win this match - a number of catches were grassed and a stumping 

chance missed, it's still the case that posting 179, and committing the cardinal sin of not 
batting the full 50 overs, was the real reason the 'Loc couldn' continue their recent form.  And 

the thing was that the guys got a really good start.  Anjum (who'd top-score with 61) and 

Abid (29) raced out of the traps and the 50 came up in just the eighth over.  Boundaries 
were being scored a plenty, including Abid clearing the rope a couple of times.  But, then, 

with the score on 68, a wicket.  Abid caught by Arfat and the 'Loc  were one down.  Carly and 
Pasty then came-and-went for a combined 6 runs as the wind was sucked out of what had 

been fully inflated sails.  83 for 3.  [Ed: and here's the really spooky thing: the President's not 
been at a Saturday league match this season until today, being drafted in as emergency 

"build-a-roll" tea provider, and between parking his car and getting the food to the kitchen - 

yes, youv'e guessed it - those first three wickets fell!  Stay away!!]  Back to the innings.  83 
for 3 need a little re-building from, and at least Anjum was still in.  And he and Blue Knee 
added 36 for the fourth over, a partnership that - obviously - saw the side pass 100, and also 
Anjum reach another half century.  But it was Anjum who was dismissed with the score on 

119, trapped LBW by Arfat.  Unfortunately "one-brought-two" again as Coya went cheaply for 

3.  And really from this point - 122 for 5 - it was a bit of that early-season disease on show: 
the revolving door syndrome.  122 for 5 became 179 all out unfortunately, only Nicky getting 

into double figures of the lower order batters.  
  

As we started by saying - even when a few catches went down in the Stennie innings after 
tea, and accounting for the missed stumping - 179 was never really enough.  The reply for 

what it's worth did see those chances passed up, and so - maybe - the scoreline might've 

been different, but who knows.  What is known is that three of the top five getting past 25, 
two getting in the 40s was the difference.  The 'Loc opening bowlers - Hari' and Zaeem - 

who'd done so well seven days previously, couldn't repeat the trick.  Their combined nine 
overs yielded nothing to them in the "W" column, but did cost 57 runs.  Consistency really is 

the key at this level.  And talking of consistency, perhaps the most consistent player this 

season has been Anjum.  We've recounted his top-scoring 61 already, but he'd also perform 
well with the ball, taking a "3-for" in his ten overs, albeit these costing 51.  But he was the 

only bowler really looking like taking the wickets that the side needed if they were to win.  
Carl bowled tightly - 7.3-1-17-1 - but it wasn't enough.  So a loss.  Pity too, after the recent 

better performances.  It really does all come down to the batting.  Remember that mantra of 

two partnerships of 50 wins games.  Today's best partnership?  68.  The first one.  After that 
the best on show was just 36.  

  
Elsewhere Prestwick lost heavily at East Kilbride, where the 'Loc head next Saturday, Feegie 
thumped Greenock and Weirs saw off Kelburne in a horribly low-scoring affair.  [Ed: are 
Kelburne the most unpredictable side, or what!] 

  

Winning ways at Weirs [posted 20/07/13] 
This game didn't last 50 overs, far less the 100 scheduled.  Good work for umpires if you can 

get it!  But also - given the 'Loc came out on top - good work for us too!  
  

After winning the toss, home skipper McCaig decide to bat first on another cracking - hot - 

summer's day.  At 19 for 3 with himself and fellow opener Akram out, and Moneeb Iqbal also 
back in the pavilion, this didn't look to have been the correct decision however.  And, to boot, 

it was already the tenth over.  McCaig had been run out - the worst way to go early on - and 
Hari' had got Akram to give Scotty and Mikey catching practice to grab a brace of wickets on 

his first CSL appearance of the season.  This poor start immediately put pressure on the rest 
of the order, and when two more scalps had been taken with the scoreboard not yet showing 

40, the home side were in real trouble.  38 for 5.  It was then 51 for 7 when two wickets fell 

on that score, before Siggy Young (14) and Skelton (13) hit a few in the death throws of their 
side's innings.  In the end - and in only the 29th over - it was 91 all out. Young the last man 

out, leaving Gibson 3 not out.  Comprehensive.  And, as pleasingly, pretty much every chance 



was taken, and it was nice to see the attack being led by two seamers who'd come up 

through the club's own junior ranks.  
  

92 to win.  Surely only a question of how long?  Correct.  The answer: 21.1 overs.  Abid (26) 
and Anjum (23) gave the guys the perfect start to calm any nerves, putting on 48 for the first 

wicket before both departed the middle leaving Carly (21*) and Pasty (12*) to see the side 

across the winning line.  As competent a run-chase as the bowling and fielding effort had 
been.  This was also an important win, and put just a little bit of daylight between Weirs and 

the 'Loc in the table.  And with Prestwick and Greenock both losing too, the side can 
hopefully look upwards and not downwards in the second half of the season.  Next up it's 

Stennie at home.  
  

Defeat sees departure [posted 17/07/13] 

The "defeat" is tonight's loss to Clydesdale in the final West League Cup group stage match 
at Shawholm.  "Departure" is the consequence for the 'Loc as a result.  Pity, as it's been a 

good campaign in the round with creditable performances against East Kilbride and the Dark 
Side in the first match.  So what happened?  Well let's start with they scored 187 for 4 and 

we,.....well, we didn't.  The 'Loc's reply was 91 for 7 in a run-chase that never really got 

going.  But "getting going" was something the Storm Troopers certainly did from the get-go.  
NJ's second over was the giveaway.  Boom!  Gone for 13.  And so it then continued.  Pro' 

Khan was in particularly destructive form and caned anything poorly delivered in his 
direction.  He got a bit of assistance from Luthra (26) and Farid (27) along the way, but 

otherwise it was his show and his 95 dominated the first half of this game.  Nicky's figures 
would end up as 5-0-39-0, but he needn't hang his head in shame as the other bowlers lucky 

(!) enough to be tossed the cherry by skipper Blue Knee on the night equally went "round the 

park".  And, in fact, the later you came on to bowl, the harsher your punishment such that 
when Mushy and Doogie were asked to try their luck, their figures were a truly messy 2-0-33-

0 and 2-0-20-1 respectively.  Khan's innings was ended by that wicket for Doogie, but it's 
likely cold comfort.  188 to win was the target.  

  

Carly getting cleaned up for 0 - and with it heading straight to the top of the Webbed Feet 
Award table - third ball wasn't the greatest start to the run-chase we'll admit, and though 

Abid smacked Pirzada around a bit, when he went for a quick 17, the chances of a fast start 
to the response was pretty much still born.  Sharif had taken both wickets, and he'd get the 

third too, when he cleaned up Coya for 4 to see the guys slump to 28 for 4.  Euan and Mikey 
then stabilised things as far as losing wickets was concerned, but with lots needed an over, 
consolidation wasn't really what was needed.  But boundaries were proving as elusive as 

sealing PJRB's or HMC's transfers, and the required run-rate simply kept going up.  And by 
ten overs in the 'board showed 46 for 5.  Call it 14-an-over needed.  Euan the fifth batter out 

and into the middle and lower orders.  
  

In the end the innings petered out, albeit Muscles (8*) and Doogie (22*) added a few in a 

decent partnership of 19.  But way too much, way to late.  The game had gone, and in fact 
had been lost in the first half.  No-one really managed to even frustrate, far less tie-down, 

the Dark Side's pro', and added to some poor fielding the target posted was both north of 
challenging, and south of desirable.  Next up it's back to league action, and another southside 

derby - this time it's Weirs away on Saturday. 

  
Pasty ton sees 'Loc secure unlikely win [posted 13/07/13] 

Penicuik skipper Kris Steel must have mixed emotions this evening after having carried his 
bat for an unbeaten 102 in the first innings - as his side posted 231 for 4 - to then watch as 

the 'Loc somehow recovered from 54 for 5 in the seventeenth over to snatch victory by just 
one wicket in the 48th over.  And a win that owed much to his opposite number, Pasty, 
replicating his own feat of getting to three figures.  Pasty's 100 was a real captain's effort, 

but the ultimately successful run-chase owed as much to the efforts of the lower order that 
batted with him, as it did to him alone.  Coya - at seven - with a cameo 37, and then 

Flanners - at ten - with an unbeaten 30, were as instrumental in getting the boys across the 



finish line as anyone.  The two partnerships - of 64 and 65 - simply reinforced that old adage 

that two partnerships of 50 or more are more-odften-than-not enough for the win.  And so it 
proved in this one.  

  
But it hadn't always looked that way.  Far from it.  As we say dear reader, at 54 for 5 in the 

seventeenth, the barbeque scheduled for after-match was busily being brought forward to 

more of a high-tea affair than early evening dinner!  2 for 2 had been a bad enough start, 
Anjum and Carl both gone for blobs, and Pasty - batting at four - already in with Owais.  

Somewhat ironic that these two's ages added together were less than that of the batter 
who'd been first to go!    28 were added by the two before Owais departed, holing out in 

the gully, and bringing Blue Knee to the crease.  But after he went for just 1, and then Mikey 
departed for just 6, we arrive at the aforementioned 54 for 5.  Coya the new man in.  And 

here things started to change.  Firstly wickets stopped falling [Ed: always a decent starting 

position!], and then the two 'Loc batters started to accumulate runs and go on the offensive.  
64 were added, and the total went past 100, before - with the score on 118 - Matt was 

dismissed by Morton.  NJ and Pasty then added 14, and Mushy and Pasty 31, before Flanners 
joined his skipper in the middle.  163 for 8, and 69 runs needed from thirteen overs.  No 

shoe-in!  But despite being eight down the positivity continued out in the middle, and Pasty 
and Flanners continued to run hard and pick up boundaries along the way.  When the 48th 
started the score had reached 224 and just 8 were needed for the win.  A 4 from the first ball 

saw Craig to his 100 and leave just another boundary to seal the win.  But then, late drama: 
Pasty holed out in the deep to Crawford off Liddle's bowling and so Zaeem was needed!  But 

the 'Loc's last man wasn't flustered and two wides and a 2 from Flanners later and the win 
was secured.  By just the one wicket.  Phew! 

  

So what of that first half.  Well Steel's really good 102 not out aside, there were also runs for 
Ashforth (50) and Morton (43 not out) as the visitors racked up a big score, and were aided 

and abetted en route by some pretty poor fielding and some wayward bowling.  There were 
also catches grassed, with Steel benefiting from being dropped when on just 12!  Ouchay.  

Really only Anjum (7-3-16-0) - and bowling whilst fasting - can be really pleased with his 

bowling figures, some of the others getting pass-marks, others maybe needing a re-sit.  But 
231 for 4 it was in the end, and at least in hindsight for the home supporters on another 

gloriously warm summer's day, Penicuik posting that high a score ultimately led to the 
exciting run-chase and finale that ensued.  

  

Next week it's back to league action with the big southside derby - away to Weirs.  
  

What a difference a day makes [posted 07/07/13] 
The 'Loc's recent run of much-improved performances ground to a halt yesterday in the far 

north, but this afternoon's thumping win at Bothwell Castle Policies proved that it wasn't a 
complete derailment.  The occasion was the third and final group stage match in the new 

CSL40 Cup.  After defeat to Ferguslie on matchday one - you'll remember that was the day of 

the Frank Smith Trophy Finals Day, now what happened that day? - there was victory on day 
two against the Dark Side.  And going in to today's last round of group stage games it was all 

up-for-grabs between Feegie, the Dark Side and the 'Loc.  Ferguslie and Clydesdale were 
playing each other at Toytown whilst we were in Uddingston.  To the game: Pasty won the 

toss and, like yesterday, opted to bat first.  With NRR likely to determine group placings if the 
'Dale beat Ferguslie it was, therefore, important to try and rack up a big score and hope that 
Uddy were skittled taking risks chasing it.  A this ios exactly what happened.  The top order 

blazed away from the start and there were contributions all the way down.  From Abid's 97, 
through Anjum's 40 and Carl's 38, and Pasty's ten-ball 19 and Coya's cameo 13, to Mike's 14* 

and Blue Knee's unbeaten 45.  283 for 5.  Boom!  For the bowlers it was a tough day at the 
office, on a flat deck all of them taking plenty tap.  And it started from ball#1,....and ball #2, 

and #3.  Abid introduced himself to opening bowler eyles by smacking the first three 

deliveries of the game for 4.  "Hi, my name's Abid Shuja"!  And so it would continue.  It was 
6-an-over by over five, then it was 8s at over ten.  And it never really relented.  

  



284 to win then.  #Toffee  38 for 2 was the perfect start to defending their big score too: the 

dangerous Rai having gone for 9, and Eyles, in at three, being trapped LBW by Anjum 
without scoring.  Gul then found himself batting with Laycock - after Macleod had come-and-

gone for 16 - and he'd be fourth out, having made a quick 55, a second wicket for Mikey.  
Laycock would then hold the rest of the home side innings together as he made an unbeaten 

73, batting with all the rest of the order, veteran Townson being last out, adjudged LBW to 

Mike to end the innings and give Mikey.....wait for it,.....a "7-for"!  10-3-34-7  Not bad at all.  
191 all out and a big win for the 'Loc.  
  
But was it enough?  Nope.  That's the unfortunate answer.  The Dark Side did beat Feegie in 

the other game, spoling the Paisley mob's big day out on Sky Sports' "Club Life", but the 
game was close enough that they'll likely sneak through on NRR.  Matchday one's defeat in 

Paisley, when a weakened side was skittled for just 116 and Ferguslie romped home has 

come back to haunt the guys.  Still, another good win against Premier Division opposition - 
now let's translate that to the league.  

  
Another writing challenge! [posted 06/07/13] 

Sometimes readers, the challenge for your intrepid reporter is to compose the prose that 

forms these match reports in less time than the match being reported on took to be played to 
its completion.  And this is one such report.  In short: we were horsed.  The last few weeks 

have seen much-improved performances with wins in a number of competitions against good 
oppo'.  Today was a return to the start of season 2013: don't score enough, don't use our 

overs and then fail to put any real pressure on the other side, who romp home.  Pity, let's 
hope it's blip.  

  

And here's a thing to frustrate further: had last week's close defeat to Ayr gone the other 
way then - with Penicuik surprisingly beating Ayr today, next Saturday would've seen the 'Loc 
play Penicuik with a chance to get through the group stages in the cup.  But, not to be.  
Missed opportunities.  Back to today's game.  

  

Winning the toss Pasty elected to bat first.  44 for 2 wasn't a great - but wasn't a terrible - 
start.  Opening in Abid's absence were Brian and Anjum, and it was the former who was first 

to go, his recent run of low scores continuing, being caught by Conradie for 6 off Gill's 
bowling.  And it was the same bowler who got rid of Anjum, who he cleaned up 20 runs later, 

for 11.  This brought Carl to the middle where he'd be batting with Owais Shah who was on 

Scottish Cup debut, batting at three.  Unfazed by the incessant nonsense from the home 
side's fielders.  [Ed: is it some kind of local rule to bad-mouth every batter?]  These two 

added 55 for the fifth wicket which came on 99.  99 for 2 at the around the halfway point 
was looking like a decent base from which to push on, however when Owais was run out for 

24, and Carly departed 2 runs later, at 101 for 4 - the classic case of that "add two wickets to 
the score" mantra proving its point, things looked less encouraging.  And from this point it 

was revolving door time.  Two more run outs, two ducks and a general inability to hang 

around saw the side slide to 155 all out inside their 50-over allocation.  
  

156 to win.  Not really much of challenge, and certainly the home side weren't for hanging 
around.  The early breakthrough was made, Gill being run out for 4 with the score on just 17, 

but aside this - oh, and Leask nicking off to first slip (!) and standing before not being given 

out [Ed: making Leask the latest winner of a Dave Stafford Medal, for standing after nicking] 
- there were few indications that Stoneywood-Dyce wouldn't cruise to the win.  Which they 

duly did - 22.4 overs were all that was needed, and the winning margin will be recorded for 
posterity as eight wickets, Leask having been eventually dismissed, caught and bowled by 

Mikey, for 71.  Needless to say maybe, but the bowling figures weren't that pretty.  
  

Another win in the West League Cup [posted 03/07/13] 

Torrance House was the venue for the latest group stage match in this season's West League 
Cup.  East Kilbride the hosts.  After the toss, Pasty invited the home side to have first go, pro' 

Kleinveldt and Meikle opening.  The latter was first out, with the score on 14, Zaeem 



grabbing the first of three scalps when he cleaned up Meikle for 0.  He then added Smith - 

batting at three - to his haul, courtesy of a catch by Huss.  His 21 would be - spookily - one 
of three 21s scored in the innings, one of the other two being Kleinveldt's, who was Zaeem's 

third victim, again clean-bowled.  50 for 3 in the eighth over at this point in proceedings.  
Then, in a invisible passing of the baton kind-of-a-way the destroyer-in-chief role appeared to 

have moved from Zaeem to Mushy.  And in the cruelest type of one-upmanship, Mushy then 

turned in a bowling display that surpassed Zaeem, taking a "4-for" to rip through the 
EK middle order.  And when he'd finished there was then just time for Ralphs to be run out 

by Abid,.....for 21!  102 for 8.  103 to win.  
  

Spear-heading the run-chase would be Carl and Abid.  These two did what was needed too - 
39 put on in the first five overs, their partnership ended when Abid was stumped by Bocock 

for a breezy 16 that included the usual maximum.  Carly was in bunting mode too, and would 

hit two 6s and three 4s in his 34-ball 35, becoming the second wicket to fall after having put 
on 42 with Owais.  81 for 2, 22 needed.  Owais batted well and played the anchor role, being 

completely unflustered by the torrent of rubbish chat that spewed from behind the timbers.  
[Ed: I wonder if you need to be PVG checked to sledge a 14 year old?]  Luckily Owais is as 

likely to react this kind of stuff as the stumps he was standing in front of were.    He just 

smiled, retook his guard and continued stroking the ball around the paddock.  After Anjum 
was third out, Owais himself departed for a calmly compiled 25 (51 balls) leaving Pasty, and 

then Huss and Mikey to see the side home with a ball to spare.  Methinks it won't be the last 
time this particular Shah smiles politely in the face of sledging whilst accumulating runs that 

contribute to his side winning.  Just look in the 'book.  Thank you, and good night.  
  

Close but not close enough [posted 29/06/13] 

Ayr were the visitors today in the first of the reverse group stage matches in the Scottish 
Cup.  After defeat at New Cambusdoon on season-opening Saturday, followed by a win and 

loss in the other two group stage games thuis far played, a win was important if the 'Loc 
were to keep their destiny in this year's comp' in their own hands.  The long-and-short of 

things are, however, this wasn't achieved, though a much better performance was put in, and 

the visitors' two-wicket win likely best reflects this.  The win - chasing 169 - was due in the 
main to the Alloway club's pro' Neil Parlane and his knock of 61 that shored up an otherwise 

rickety-looking batting line-up.  At 66 for 5 in the second innings, with Zaeem having 
dismissed four of the Ayr top five, it looked like the 'Loc were right in the mix.  However 

Parlane proved a stubborn boil to lance [Ed: I never thought that'd appear in a cric' match 

report!] and his 61 was ultimately crucial to seeing his side home.  There were a couple of 
cameos from the lower order that helped too mind you: number eight Borland's 27 not out 

and "Overseas Amateur" Schofield - batting at ten - making 25 not out.  A two-wicket win in 
the end, albeit with plenty overs to spare.  Zaeem had bowled well as you'd have guessed 

from him taking the first four wickets to go down, ending up with figures of 9-2-29-4.  
  

169 had been the target set after - obviously! - the 'Loc had posted 168.  It was 168 all out 

too, the side only using 48 of the 50 overs on offer.  The anchor innings was played by the 
skipper, Pasty scoring 41 at five, and being the last batter out - run out.  Zaeem was the one 

with the sheriff's badge.  Earlier the innings had got off to a decent-enough start with 26 
being put on before Abid was first out.  Thered' be no fireworks from Abi' today, being caught 

by Parlane off Scott McElnea's bowling for 10.  Opening partner Anjum (33) then had Brian 

for company, but Spenny would make just 5 before becoming Ayr's second victim, departing 
caught and bowled by Logan.  51 was then added by Anjum and Carly in the first really 

meaningful partnership of the afternoon, a partnership broken when Anjum nicked off to 
'keeper Smith off young Shujaa Khan's bowling.  This'd be the first of four wickets for Ayr's 

young Scotland Under 15 bowler.  Pasty was in now, but he'd see a procession of partners 
come and go at the other end as the middle order failed to hang around and that revolving 

door made it appearance again.  93 for 4 - after Carl had departed - then saw further wickets 

falling on 103 and 111, before 41 was added by Pasty and Matt (15).  The tail then didn't 
wag and when Craig was run out in over 48, 168 was the scoreboard total. 

  



Another case of so near, yet so.....  However still so positives.  Competitive again against 

Premier Division opposition, Zaeem in the wickets again, Anjum still scoring a few, and Pasty 
in the runs.  But, still room for improvement - not least in preventing the clatter of middle-

order and tail-end wickets that take the steam out of so many 'Loc innings, and brought into 
even sharper focus when another opposition side somehow gets over the line courtesy of 

runs from this very part of their batting line up.  Still, progress since opening day, and next 

week's trip to the far north-east (!) will provide another indicator of how the side's 
developing.  

  
League win secured [posted 22/06/13] 

It was at the fourth attempt, but none the sweeter when it arrived.  Season 2013's first 
league.  After encouraging wins in other comp's against Premier oppo' as well as CSL First 

Division rivals, it was pleasing to see the progression in form continue today at Whitehaugh in 

a match that - really from the start - the 'Loc were in charge of.  There were a couple of 
changes to the side that lost at Greenock: Zaeem, Huss and Abid in for - respectively - Rusty, 
Doogie and Flanners.  And it was Abid that was the first of the new personnel to see action 
as, after the toss had been won, the side was bating first.  Abid opened with Anjum.  Abid's 

style is, are we're getting to know, all or nothing.  Today it was unfortunately the latter as he 

was first to go with the score on just 20.  He had gone, caught driving, by home skipper 
Scott Hamilton, off Steve McLister's bowling.  Brian was in at three again, but like Abid, didn't 

last long, the second wicket falling 18 runs later with the score on 38.  But, as the more alert 
amongst our readership will have already clocked, if Abid made 4, and we tell you that 

Spenny was bowled by MacLean having made just 2, but the total was 38 when the second 
wicket fell, then extras were either romping along, or Anjum had "made a few".  And it was 

the second possibility.  Anjum was already showing he was "seeing it well" and had moved 

on to 29 when Spenny departed to be replaced by Carly.  
  

The pattern of Anjum scoring quickly, and the guy at the other end chipping in but getting 
out, would be repeated a few more times as the 'Loc innings progressed.  Carl and Anjum did 

put on 78 before Carl went for 29, but thereafter the partnerships were smaller and - until 

the sixth wicket fell, and it saw Anjum dismissed - were always ended with Anjum's partner 
getting out.  He put on 20 with Pasty (12), 21 with Mikey (11) and 23 with Blue Knee (20), it 

being Euan who eventually out-lasted him.  When he eventually was cleaned up by Dougie 
Wylie (who'd end up with a "4-for"), he'd past the 100 mark and secured his maiden CSL 

ton.  Well batted.  It was 180 for 6 when he went, and only sixteen balls remained in the 

innings.  Crucially then, although Coya came-and-went for a two-ball duck, the tail added 
another 22 runs from the final fourteen deliveries to post 202 for 8 when "Time" was called. 

  
Kelburne's reply didn't start well,.....for them.  18 for 2 with both openers gone - both wickets 

for Zaeem - was, however, a good start for the 'Loc.  Zaeem had opened the bowling with 
centurion Anjum, and notwithstanding the two early breakthroughs, the combo who end up 

with one of odder combined sets of bowling figures you'll see.  16-4-36-2 looks nothing out of 

the ordinary,.....until we tell you dear reader that this included 24 runs in wides!  Yes, 
twenty four!!  Between them they actually bowled nearly another four overs of deliveries, and 

so their legal deliveries figures were actually 16-4-12-2.  Whereas their wide deliveries were 
3.3-0-24-0.  Astonishing!  Anyway, back to the game.  With both openers out Ian Bennet and 

Qasim Sheikh were together in the middle.  And it would be this partnership that proved 

crucial in the match really swinging the 'Loc's way.  The two batted together for two balls 
short of fourteen overs, but added just 33 runs.  And then when Bennet was third out - 

bowled by Mikey - Sheikh and new partner, Omer Hussain, then managed to add just 11 runs 
in four overs.  The noose [Ed: if such a picture is allowable!] was tightening.  With Sheikh 

gone - he was fourth out - Hussain and McLister would likely have to score the bulk of the 
runs needed if the home side was to win the game, and they'd need to get the run-rate 

moving.  But still it refused to budge.  Only 26 were added by this pair in the 7.2 overs they 

were together, and so when McLister was bowled by NJ to bring him the first of what would 
be a "4-for", the game was virtually beyond Kelburne.  Wylie, batting at eight, entertained 

the watching home support a bit however with a cameo 37 not out, but his efforts (and 



remember he too had a "4-for" to his name in the match) were in vain as he ran out of 

partners and Kelburne were all out for just 140.  And this included no fewer than 32 wides!  
  

A win then, and, as importantly, the steady improvement in form continuing as the right 
blend of the side continues to develop.  Still though, things to work on, and let's start with 

bowling straight!  But pleasing to get a win as the league programme takes a break for three 

weeks of Scottish Cup action. 
 

Double done over Weirs [posted 19/06/13] 
Tonight's win was as straight forward as the bare bones of the 'card suggest. Weirs batted 

first, didn't get enough with wickets falling regularly. Poloc bat well, with a good start letting 
them ease over the finishing line in just over sixteen overs. All this from seeing Weirs 106 for 

8 in twenty overs, Poloc 107 for 1 in 16.2 overs. #Toffee as the saying goes. But what about 

some details Mr Reporter? How about earning your corn. Okay. The 'Loc side saw a return to 
1st XI action for Scotty, saw Muscles drafted in, and a top-team debut for Owais Shah. For 

Weirs it was a weakened side with Iqbal who was away with the Saltires. But the home side 
would be pleased to be back playing at Albert Park after horrendous flooding problems. To 

the game. Weirs did, indeed, bat first after winning the toss, unbelievably then immediately 

going one-down as ball #1 of their innings was drilled by Parakala straight to,.....wait for 
it.....Owais Shah, who took the catch! Nice start to your 1st XI career and a nerve calmer 

straight away. 53 were then added however for the second wicket - in ten overs - before 
Smith (12) was second out. From this point on it was a revolving door in the home dressing 

room as 53 for 0 became 66 for 6, and tailed off to 106 for 8 after the last ball of the first 
innings was considered dead. 107 to win.  

 

Anjum had taken a "4-for" and Matt's figures were equally good (5-0-15-2). Doogie and Carly 
fared a little worse, their ten overs costing 61 off the bat, though they were bowling to the 

top order. The 'Loc run-chase was headed by Carl and Abid. And the latter did little to 
eradicate his reputation for bunting prowess. He'd end up 60 not out, an innings that 

included seven 4s and a couple of maximums. Boom, boom! Carl, meanwhile, had 

accumulated 37 before his was the only wicket to fall, leaving time for Owais to notch up a 
cheeky wee 9 not out on debut. A win by nine wickets, with twenty deliveries to spare.  

 
Derby day win [posted 16/06/13] 

After yesterday's horrid weather, and its completely washed-out fixture list in the west [Ed: 

well except for at Uddy, who as we know prefer playing in the rain!], today saw warm and 
pleasant weather for the latest Rebel Alliance versus Dark Side southside derby. The boys 

from the Death Star had already recorded a win in the first of season 2013's skirmishes - in 
the West League Cup - and so recording a win in this one was particularly pleasing. It should 

be noted however that the visitors were a few players down, with Haq away with the Saltires 
and Luthra and Chaudhry not playing either. And - most importantly - no Paddy Barbour! 

#BBB  

 
The toss saw Pasty decide to bat first, and it was Abid and Anjum who strode out to open at 

the start of their side's 40 over-allocation. Afzal and Mackay were the Dark Side's opening 
combo. As ever Abid started as if he had a bus to catch. 40 was passed in the fifth over as 

Afzal, in particular, took some tap. But then, with the score on 55, Abid holed out to Sharif off 

Mackay's bowling. A decent 50-plus run partnership though, and in double-quick time. Abid's 
departure brought Carly to the middle, for what would be the defining partnership of the 

game. Anjum and Carl took the score past 100 in the seventeenth over, then past 150 in the 
27th over. And, in fact, the two would continue together - Carl passing 50, and Anjum getting 

into the 90s - until the 37th over. But they couldn't quite see out the 40, Carly being cleaned 
up by Pirzada with twenty balls left in the innings. With just a couple of overs to bowl, the 

skipper promoted Matt up the order to see if he could clear the ropes a couple of times. But 

Coya holed out to Page, again off Pirzada, this just after Anjum's innings had ended with him 
agonisingly on 97, caught by pro' Khan, off Ali's bowling. Mikey and Pasty also came and 



went as runs were scurried in the last few balls. 233 was the final total posted, six wickets 

falling along the way.  
 

The Dark Side reply saw Sher and Sharif open, pro' Khan sliding in at three, with Page, Farid 
and Shahid making up the middle order. For the 'Loc Rusty and Carly would open. But it 

wouldn't be Rusty's day again as his opening over went for 13 and included five wides. Carl 

dragged things back though with a maiden first up. But over three bowled by Mikey - into the 
attack for Rusty - cost another 9 runs! Yikes. 22 after three. But, for one. Pasty had sent Sher 

back to the clubhouse courtesy of yet another run out by the skipper. The wicket didn't slow 
the run-rate however, Khan joining Sharif in the middle and the two cracking on at a run-a-

ball. 36 for 1 after six. Slowly and surely however the run-rate did slow, improved bowling 
from Carl and Mike bringing an element of control back to the 'Loc. And as the run-rate 

slowed - slowing to 48 after eleven overs - another breakthrough was made. And this was 

the big one: pro' Khan departing courtesy of a catch by Matt off Mike's bowling. 48 for 2. 
Page and Sharif then added 32 in seven overs before Page (13) became the third batter out. 

The dangerous Sharif - who'd top-score with 49 - followed 11 runs later to see two new 
batters at the crease. Farid and Shahid. These two are experienced campaigners, and batted 

well, adding 62 for the fifth wicket in eleven overs to just about keep their side in the contest. 

When Farid's was that fifth wicket to fall, 81 runs were needed from 52 deliveries - a tough 
ask, but not outwith the bounds of possibility. But it'd need something special. Hill (5) 

couldn't provide what was needed, and when Shahid (35) departed in the 37th over a lady of 
"outsize" proportions was seen gargling. As in the first innings the last few overs saw 

swinging and scurrying, and wickets falling, the Dark Side finishing 35 runs short on 198 for 9 
when the last ball had been bowled.  

 

A good win.  
 

League win remains elusive [posted 08/06/13] 
There were two changes to the XI that took to the park today at Glenpark; Brian and Doogie 
in for Stiffy and Mushy. And after opponents Greenock had won the toss, the re-jigged side 

were in the field first-up. Rusty and Anjum were entrusted with the new ball, and the home 
side, missing Berrington, Baum and Prabhu, opened with Hempsey and Flack. Three overs in 

and the breakthrough was made, Hempsey nicking off to Matty. This brought pro' Colson in 
to bat with Flack and these two's ensuing partnership would define the rest of this game. 

They put on no fewer than 180 for the second wicket, a wicket that came about only when 

Flack ran himself out, Matty again involved in the dismissal. 195 for 2 though, and still 
thirteen-plus overs to go and the pro' unbeaten on 92. Yikes! But, luckily (?) Colson must've 

been missing Flack's company and departed 4 runs later to bring some light relief to 
proceedings, at least if you were a 'Loc player or supporter. And the two players' departures 

showed just what might've been as a total of 300+ turned into "just" 253 for 8 as wickets fell 
regularly, the middle-order and tail-enders coming and going like balls had over the boundary 

before Colson and Flack had left the middle. 54 for 5 was the score in the last twelve overs. A 

case of "what if"? Who knows. Nine bowlers were tried by Pasty as a breakthrough - actually 
forget a breakthrough, just control would've been nice - was sought. Though Anjum (11-2-

41-1) and Carly (7-2-18-0) managed to exert some restriction on the batters, none of the 
bowlers got through their full allocation, some of the figures returned likely being best only 

viewed on this site after the 9pm watershed. Aside Anjum and Carl the other seven went at a 

combined 6-an-over. Blue Knee did take four wickets (11-1-58-4) however in his spell, taking 
four of the last five to fall. 254 to win.  

 
Anjum and Brian opened in the run chase, with Pasty sliding in at three, Carl at four and Blue 
Knee at five in a re-jigged batting line-up. 44 were put on for the first wicket in just over 
eleven overs, Brian being caught by Colson off Hempsey's bowling for 10. Pasty and Anjum 

then added just 17 before Anjum was adjudged leg-before to Colson, having reached 41. Carl 

then came and went quickly - for 8 - nicking off behind [Ed: the first of four to be caught by 
the 'keeper!] to see Euan and Pasty back together again in the middle. Just like old 

times,.....except of course they weren't opening and the side were three down. Euan followed 



Carl by way of dismissal in over 24 to see the 'Loc stuck behind the black ball on 86 for 4. 

Pasty and Mikey - his new partner -then stabilised things with a partnership of 35, broken 
with the score on 121 when Pasty dragged one on from McDougall. 33 runs later it was six 

down as Mike, like Anjum and Craig, failed to "go on" having, arguably, done the difficult bit, 
getting in and reaching 27. A third catch for Hempsey behind the timbers. [Ed: p.s. 

Hempsey's chat back there really is rubbish! "Hurry back Baum we say" ] Back to the 

game: 154 for 5 then just kind of fizzled out as 29 were added for the last five wickets, only 
Coya - with 18 - really getting going at all. 183 all out, and inside 45 overs at that. Another 

day when the overs weren't used, and when - though three batters got starts - the thing that 
happened in the Greenock innings didn't happen in the 'Loc's, i.e. a big partnership.  

 
Another loss then. And whilst not all doom and gloom, certainly further evidence that some of 

the key skills still need to be worked on. Only practice - remember the theory of "hitting 

10,000 balls"? - will likely sort this. Of course getting one of Colson or Flack might well have 
changed the game, but this didn't happen. And, of course too, scoring 183 in 45 overs isn't 

terrible. But, of course, losing ten wickets in the same time is. Elsewhere in the division there 
were defeats for Weirs, Prestwick and Stennie as the table starts to take on a two-part look. 

 

Win in the West [posted 05/06/13] 
Weirs were the visitors to Shawholm tonight in the third West League Cup group stage 

match. And, at the third time of asking, a win was recorded. And - to be blunt, and genuinely 
not crowing about it - the win was easily secured. Weirs only had ten players on parade and, 

as such, were already behind the black ball before the match started to some extent. Throw 
in a sharp shower just before 5pm and things looked bleak on all fronts for the guys from 

Albert Park. But the game did go on, and the win was secured.  

 
Batting first, Weirs lost eight wickets on the way to setting the 'Loc 90 to win, with three 

batters getting into double figures. The top score on the 'card was number four Hanif's 21, 
with Moneeb Iqbal (19) and Akram (14) the others getting past 9. And, curiously, of the eight 

wickets to go down three fell by batters getting run out, Carly, NJ and Mikey doing the 

executions. Mention of Mikey brings us to mention his "3-for" on the night, with all bar Rusty 
of the four bowlers used, getting at least one scalp. Doogie rolled his arm over to good effect 

too, getting his first 1st XI wicket of the season. 90 to win then.  
 

The run-chase started with Carly up top, along with Tuesday night's centurion, Abid. And the 

latter added another buntalicious 40 in double-quick time tonight, including one huge 
maximum that dented the Centenary tee! #BOOM as they say! Both openers were eventually 

dismissed however, Abid trapped LBW by Pettigrew, Carl getting caught by Iqbal off Akram's 
bowling. This left Pasty (18*) and Anjum (3*) to see the side home, inside fourteen overs.  

 
So an encouraging win, and some decent performances. Albeit, against a relatively under-

strength Weirs fielding just ten players. However, to coin a phrase: a win's a win.  

 
Competitive but again end up with nothing [posted 01/06/13] 

The 'Loc have been in many of their games this season, the games they lost we're talking 
about here. In the West League Cup and Rowan Cup games against Premier oppo' they've 

been competitive, and last week's CSL defeat to East Kilbride could've been different if the 

Torrance House side hadn't been allowed to escape after being 129 for 7 at one stage. And 
today's defeat to Ferguslie had some of these similarities. After a horrid start after being 

inserted, the 'Loc then recovered to 113 for 3 with Carly (51*)and Mikey (29*) looking 
reasonably-well set. But then bang! Well, actually, bang, bang, bang,.....etc. Suddenly it's 

137 for 6, and before you know it, 165 all out. The rest of the middle order and tail muster 
31 between them, one getting into double figures (NJ with 17 not out). Now what we've not 

mentioned is that it was 113 for 3 in the 37th over and the last wicket fell on the second-last 

ball of the 50 overs. So, in fact, the run-rate over the last thirteen overs, as wickets fell, 
wasn't that bad, and as overs ran out incoming batters looked to get on with things. But still, 

another below-par batting effort. For Ferguslie, all-rounder English ended up with a "5-for", 



picking up all five of the last wickets to go down. The pick of the bowling was Carruthers, 

who returned figures of 13-4-25-1.  
 

In reply Ferguslie got off to a steadier start, with 48 being put on by Gregor Preston-Jones 
and Aussie "Overseas Amateur" Homewood. Preston-Jones was first out with the total 2 short 

of an opening stand of 50 however, trapped leg before by Anjum for 9. Partner Homewood 

then went 5 runs later, another LBW appeal made by Anjum being answered in the 
affirmative. 53 for 2. This then became 56 for 3 when Ferguslie's Zimbabwean professional 

was sent packing for just 3. The 'Loc sniiffed a chance at this juncture. 56 for 3 in the 
fifteenth. The Feegie ship was then settled a bit with a 36-run partnership between English 

and Stafford, before the latter was dismissed for 17, the first of three wickets Carly would 
take. 90 for 4, and the halfway point of the visitors' innings all but reached. Mories and 

English then put on another decent partnership for the fifth wicket, English departing this 

time for a patient 29. Mories eventual 32 was a far more buntalicious affair altogether 
however, runs accummulated in his usual manner. It featured five 4s, and was only ended 

when Carl rearranged his stumps. 156 for 6. The fat lady [Ed: no slur intended given today 
was Ladies Day at the 'Loc!] was gargling at this point though, and only 10 runs were needed 

for the win. There was, however, still time for Cook to come-and-go for 1, but McAlister and 

Carruthers saw their side home. With just Tahir and Alistair Preston-Jones - as ten and Jack - 
to come it might've been interesting had Mories or Carruthers been dislodged more quickly 

after English had departed. But it wasn't to be.  
 

So to the navel-gazing part: the cause of another loss. Of course another 30 runs might've 
made things interesting. A better start, notwithstanding the green-top seamer, would've 

helped too. Or Carl's and Mike's partnership going on. Or, even, winning the toss! Then there 

were the unbelievable 28 wides gifted to Ferguslie, yes: twenty eight, two-eight! Likely 
however it's a combo of all these factors, and maybe some others to-boot. What's certainly 

clear however is that, a month in to seaason 2013, with nine games completed and the 
Shawholm XI doing well, there's likely to be pressure for more changes in personnel as the 

selectors look to get guys into form and try and find that winning combination. 

 
Uddy sneak over the line [posted 30/05/13] 

They got home with a ball to spare, but for much of tonight's Rowan Cup quarter-final clash 
at BCP, the 'Loc were right in it. But in the end it was a trio of Uddy new hires that proved 

the difference between the sides. The home side won the toss and decided to invite the boys 

to bat first. Muscles and Pasty opened and a steady-enough start was made as they put on 
22 for the first wicket, Muscles being trapped LBW by veteran twirler Townson. 6 runs later 

and it was 28 for 2 with Pasty joining Aamir back in the clubhouse. The run-rate was still 
respectable enough on the soft wicket, and Anjum and Mikey were putting together what 

would be the meaningful partnership of the innings, 45 for the third wicket. Anjum was that 
wicket, giving MacLeod his second catch of the evening. Mikey would then bat out the 

remaining overs with a variety of partners as Coya (3), Stiffy (1) Doogie (4) and Mushy (8) 

came and went at the other end. 105 was eventually posted with Mike 39 not out. 106 to 
win. 

 
The home side's run-chase started disastrously too,.....for the home side. A maiden from 

Rusty then Gul going for a blob. It was then 23 for 2 and 47 for 3 as - first - Allan, and - then 

- the first of Uddingston's 2013 signings Rai, were dismissed. The halfway point and it 47 for 
2. Evens-stevens. Four overs later it 61 for 3, and the equation as far as Uddingston was 

concerned was 45 from 36 balls. Two more new recruits in the forms of Reddy and Martin 
were in the middle and it would be up to them, and - if needed - the rest of the middle order 

and tail to see their side home. Over fifteen, Mushy's last, was crucial. 16 runs were in-
gathered by Uddy from it as Reddy hit two 6s and Mushy bowled a wide to add to the three 

singles that were run. This changed the equation significantly. From 45 being needed from 36 

balls, it was now 29 from 25, eminently more gettable. Spin forward to the last over and just 
5 were needed, Anjum with the ball in his hand. And when only a single had been scored 

from the first four balls there was just a chance again. However Martin's boundary 4 from ball 



five put paid to 'Loc hopes and it was "Uddingston" that was inked in to the semi-final draw. 

So near,..... 
 

A creditable performance maybe, against a decent-enough side, but a loss nonetheless and, 
as always in such tight games, questions for all the players to answer as to where they 

could've saved a run or scored run. 6 wides isn't criminal, but of course it's 6 runs and 

another over bowled - crucial in tight games. Miss-fields? Singles not taken. All the usual. 
Still, Saturday's another day - in fact it's Ladies Day - and it sees Ferguslie visit Shawholm in 

the CSL. An ideal time to "bounce back". 
 

Another collapse [posted 26/05/13] 
It was 70 for 1 today that was the calm before the storm that is a Poloc low-score. Batting 

first in the first group stage match of the inaugural CSL40 Cup competition at Meikleriggs 

against a depleted - both in number as well as personnel - Ferguslie side, the 'Loc somehow 
managed to go from 70 for 1 to 116 all out. Eight batters got ten or less, and the top score 

was Euan's 31 at the top of the order. He opened today - in the absence of Pasty - with 
Muscles. The two put on 34 before the breakthrough was made by the Paisley side's bowlers, 

Muscles nicking off to Dave Stafford. Euan and Carl then added 36 for the second wicket, 

Euan this time being the 'Loc batter to depart the middle, trapped LBW by Jamie Carruthers. 
And this is where the procession towards that revolving door started again. 70 for 1 became 

93 for 5, with Carl, Anjum and Doogie joining Euan back in the pavilion in double-quick time. 
And from here it was literally a procession: only another 23 runs were added before the final 

wicket fell and the scoreboard showed the side's final total of 116 all out. And all within just 
about 30 overs. There were "3-fors" for Carruthers and leg-spinner Jamie Cook, with the 

others bowlers each picking up at least one scalp.  

 
In the Ferguslie reply, the only thing that would likely prevent a home win would be a 

Poloc'esque collapse. And at 21 for 3 with Gregor Preston-Jones (2), Khan (5) and Cook (1) 
all out, this was just a possibility. However "Overseas Amateur" Michael Homewood and Dave 

Stafford steadied the ship and added 88 for the fourth wicket, Stafford continuing on to see 

his side across the finish line with an unbeaten 69. 117 for 4 the final - and winning - score, a 
win by six wickets. For the 'Loc Anjum had grabbed a "3-for", and Zaeem - on his season 

debut - had returned the perfectly acceptable bowling figures - opening with Anjum - of 6-2-
16-0. Carly and Mushy on the other hand likely want to forget their bowling, returning 

combined figures of 6.4-1-54-0. So a heavy loss, and much as already much mused about in 

this column, for batters to think about, not least hanging around a bit in the middle!  
 

The two sides meet again this coming Saturday at Shawholm in the CSL.  
 

Same old, same old [posted 25/05/13] 
The familiar problem of batters just not managing to not get out was again in evidence today 

as the 'Loc slumped to an 81-run defeat at home to East Kilbride. Batting first after winning 

the toss, the visitors did not at first appear to have made the right decision as they slipped to 
129 for 7 after having been 76 for 1. Carly had grabbed a "4-for" and the EK tail was not so 

much exposed as being in danger of being arrested for indecent exposure. But Saeed - 
batting at seven - had other ideas. He'd hold the ship together such that far from sinking it 

was not only refloated, but appeared to find some additional propulsion. 129 for 7 would 

become 205 all out, as the full 50 overs were utilised and Saeed's unbeaten 56 had seen him 
add 76 with batters nine, ten and Jack. Meikle, at nine, was Saeed's most productive 

assistant in the cause of posting a defendable score, scoring 23 before being run out by 
Anjum. The other scores of note were Kleinveldt's 30 opening, and Kampman's 32 at three. 

And, as ever, Mr Wide (17) chipped in productively. 205 all out. 
 

But as it happened, Meikle needn't have bothered, and Saeed could've come-and-gone 

without bothering the scorers as it turned out that 129 for 7 might as well as have been 129 
all out and the Lanarkside side would still have won. The 'Loc collapsed to 124 all out inside 

42 overs as that revolving batter door made its latest appearance in green space in Pollok 



Park. After Pasty had chopped one on from Richards to be first out, things steadied for a bit 

as Blue Knee and Anjum took the score on to 39. Anjum would perish with the scoreboard 
showing this number though, also bowled, having just got in to double figures. Carl And Euan 

then took the total past 50 before Carl was waiting for another partner, Euan becoming the 
third 'Loc batter to have his stumps rearranged by an EK bowler. 51 for 3. Then the revolving 

door was spotted: 62 for 4, 62 for 5, two more wickets falling in the 90s, and then the end 

coming when Rusty was caught and bowled by Kleinveldt - all out 124. Defeat by 81 runs. 
 

Disappointing given the decent first half of the first half. But the inability to dislodge Saeed 
would prove costly, as would batters' collective inabilities to bat time. It's the same old 

problem - one that's dogged the side when chasing totals for the last four or five seasons. 
Still, the only way to change this is to keep doing what the players are already doing: 

practicing.  

 
More overseas players than,....well, than scorers!    [posted 08/05/13] 

 
  

After its cancellation seven days ago, tonight saw the first 
round Rowan Cup clash with Prestwick played at the old 

ground.  After a short delay, the game eventually got started 

after 6pm, Pasty having won the toss and decided to bat 
second for the second night in a row in a T20 cup match.  It 

was to be hoped the run-chase would be better executed than 
the revolving door shambles of 24 hours previously that'd 

seen defeat-snatched-from-victory in the West League Cup 
against East Kilbride.  Rusty and NJ again opened the 

bowling, though in the Rowan Cup at least a fifth bowler 

would be needed with each bowler restricted to just the four 
overs.  10 came from the first three overs as opener 

Lawler got his side off to a steady start at the second attempt 
after the early demise of Prestwick overseas player #1, 

Phillips.  The South African had perished without scoring, 

caught by Flanners off NJ.  South African overseas player #2, 
Jean-Pierre - my name's "JP" - Erasmus was in at three and 

batting with Lawler and, as he'd done in the Frank Smith 
Trophy match against the 'Locster 19s on Monday night down 

at the HTO, he proceeded to attempt to hit the ball to all 

parts. 

Three 4s and two 6s in his eventual 46 reflects that he connected with a few too, before - 

that is - his stay was ended by NJ running him out.  JP, run out NJ.  Aside Lawler's 20 and 
Erasmus's 46, the only other Prestwick batter into double figures was Phil Stafford who made 

an unbeaten 13 from 8,392 deliveries at five.    We exaggerate under poetic licence of 

course, but managing the strike away from Erasmus meant that Stafford was more often on 
strike than not, and the 'Loc bowlers and fielders succeeded in keeping him pretty quiet.  

  
When the last ball of over twenty was bowled the scoreboard showed Prestwick 101 for 8, 

Stafford running out his boy, Jake, off the last ball to ensure only one in a house somewhere 

in Ayrshire is wearing a sheriff's badge tonight.  And that person is, Dad!  102 to win.  Call it 
5-an-over needed.  

  
Before meandering our way through the 'Loc's innings, a mention in passing to a couple of 

other events in the first innings.  Firstly a mention for Flanners who grabbed the fielding hat-
trick of a catch, stumping and run out in the same innings!  A rare hat-trick indeed.  [Ed: 

everyone, switch your 'phones off unless you want Flanners to get in touch to talk you 

through them!]  And also a mention for Pasty's second run out from the boundary with his 
Rick Ankiel arm, in consecutive matches.  After yesterday's flat direct hit from the boundary, 

tonight's laser exhibition saw him run out a startled Morrison at the 'keeper's end, throwing 
from the long-off boundary, Morrison having taken a few steps down the wicket thinking 

about whether a second run was on.  The throw was amusingly described post-match by 



ump' Willie Russell who said he just heard it zip past his ear at the bowler's end on its way to 

its target, Flanners' gloves.  
   

The 'Loc reply was spear-headed by Pasty and Blue Knee, the latter returning to the side 
after being unavailable against East Kilbride.  Over one from Phillips saw 6 scored, and both 

batters' wickets intact.  Ball #1 of over two changed this latter fact however, Rao's first ball - 

a loopy full-toss - being miss-hit by Blue Knee to Phil Stafford at mid-wicket.  6 for 1.  Anjum 
and Pasty then put on 57 for the second wicket, in eleven overs, Pasty being the next batter 

dismissed (for 32), adjudged leg-before despite a noise that sounded to most on the policies 
as ball on bat.  63 for 2.  5 runs later and it was 68 for 3, Anjum [Ed: someone please get 

this man a nickname!] joining the skipper back in the hutch after making 27.  Mikey then 
came-and-went 4 runs later as thoughts of Wednesday's revolving door started to pop into a 

few spectators' heads.  And for the second time in the innings an LBW decision that sounded 

like leather on wood went against a 'Loc batter.  "LBW": Lumber Before Wicket?  Anyway 
back to the game: two new batters in, and 30 needed from 25 deliveries was the sketch.  

  
Coya and Stiffy were the two batters in the middle, and though the equation wasn't simple, 

what was needed was not to panic, at least give yourself a ball or two to get in, and look to 

be positive without being reckless.  Easy-peasy,.....from this scribe's side of the boundary 
rope!  But the guys did just what was required.  And, ironically just as Jean-Pierre - look, call 

me "JP"! - Erasmus was the difference in the first innings, so he was the difference in the 
second.  His first two overs had gone for 16 as three deliveries were struck to the boundary, 

and his second two - overs seventeen and nineteen - would go for 19.  4-0-35-0 was, likely, 
the difference given the other four bowlers used had bowled so tidily, Phillips the standout, 

bowling really effective left-arm seam from the River End.  Jake Stafford, too, can count 

himself a little unlucky not to have picked up more than the two wickets he did, his dad [Ed: 
not him again!] spilling a catch at cover in Stafford Jnr's first over.  Oh to be a fly on that 

house wall tonight!!  Back to Erasmus however, and more specifically, balls four, five and six 
of his third over: them being hit for consecutive 4s really swung the momentum in the 'Loc's 
favour, Coya despatching each with great aplomb.  Stiffy played his part too however, 

holding his nerve and scoring an unbeaten, and important, 8 not out.  
  

So a bounce-back win after Wednesday's defeat to EK.  Pleasing.  Next up is the test that is 
Uddingston away at BCP.  The game's scheduled for next Thursday.  

  

West League Cup defeat to East Kilbride [posted 22/05/13] 
After a blank fortnight or so because of the weather the 'Loc were back in competitive action 

tonight in the West League Cup.  The visitors were fellow CSL First Division club, East 
Kilbride.  And on a night that saw certainly two - if not more - seasons of weather [Ed: baltic 

cold winter and horizontal rain, interspersed with balmy warm evening sunshine!] the match 
nearly had a false start when - first - Jim Murphy found himself partner'less on the umpiring 

front, and - then - the first of the rain showers came, forcing everyone back indoors.  Brrrr.  

But play did eventually get underway.  The visitors won the toss and elected to bat first.  
Rusty's opening over didn't bode well as it went for 9, including - equally ominously as 

regards extras - two no balls!    NJ dragged things back in over two though, conceding just 
the 3 runs.  12 for 0 after two.  Not great, but not horrible either.  Five overs in it was 25 for 

0 and things were back under control.  The breakthrough was imminent too, coming in the 

sixth over, East Kilbride skipper Singh holing out to Pasty off NJ's bowling.  29 for 1.  It was 
then pretty quickly 34 for 2, then 3, as Dalgleish was trapped in front by Mushy and Talpur - 

in at four - was cleaned up by the same bowler.  South African Cleindveldt (who'd go on to 
top-score with 32) and Kampman then steadied their ship and put on 40 for the fourth 

wicket, their partnership being broken by Mushy grabbing his third scalp of the innings, this 
time trapping Cleindveldt leg-before.  73 for 4.  Then 77 for 5 as Kampman was run out by 

Pasty with a flat, direct hit from the boundary.  Four overs to go, and East Kilbride's second 

overseas recruit was now in.  And Bocock successfully managed to bunt a cameo 20, batting 
with the lower order, and spearheading the accummulation of another 33 runs in those final 

24 deliveries.  110 for 7.  



  

Nelson wins it.  And the start of the run-chase suggested it might be a chase named 
"regulation".  36 for 1 after five overs with Carly and Anjum at the wicket was a decent base 

from which to win the game.  11 runs better off than EK had been at the same juncture.  Carl 
would get out in the sixth over though, and this obviously raised visiting spirits.  Pasty and 

Anjum though continued to accummulate runs sensibly, rotating the strike well.  22 runs were 

added at around a run-a-ball, and the 'Loc still looked well placed as the mid-point of their 
innings was passed.  54 for 2 after ten.  This compared to EK's 53 for 3 in their first half.  But 

then the fun and games started.  After rotating the strike so well, Anjum called Pasty for 
another quick single before - for some unknown reason given it was the latter who was going 

to the danger end - changing his mind.  And, despite a lunge as the visiting fielders tried to 
turn the simplest of run outs into a scene from a Keystone Cops movie, Pasty was on his 

way.  59 for 3.  Stiffy was next in, and made just the 1, before being next out, caught behind 

by 'keeper Bocock off Cleindveldt's bowling.  Mikey - at six - was next through the now 
established revolving door, going for 8.  His dismissal was typical of the by-now apparently 

infectious inability to think how this game could,.....sorry, would be won.  Namely keep 
rotating the strike, and putting a stop to the wickets.  There was still a third of the twenty 

overs to face and so there was not need to panic.  Yet, after 5 runs had been gathered off 

the first two balls of Richardson's third over, for some reason Mikey decided it was the right 
time to try the paddle-come-lap-come-scoop shot.  Ball missed, pads hit: out leg before.  

Door still revolving.  And the revolutions continued as Anjum - who'd reached 30 - was next 
out.  Frustrated by four heaves-and-misses in over eighteen, which had started with 20 being 

needed from the remaining eighteen balls, he heaved at the next ball too and was stumped 
by Bocock.  94 for 6.  Our door then speeded up its revolving as Rosco, Mushy, and NJ all 
came and went in the blink of an eye, 94 for 6 becoming 99 for 9.  It really is difficult for 

incoming batters at the death to start hitting boundaries from ball #1, and this was 
demonstrated yet again as the tail was left on its own.  Flanners and Rusty finished with 

sheriffs as the innings closed: defeat by 6 runs.  
  

So where were those 6 runs?  Well let's start with 9 wides and 2 no balls.  Your scribe makes 

that 11 if my arithmetic is correct.  And that's before adding whatever runs were scored off 
the additional balls bowled.  Criminal.  There were also, as they say in modern-day parlance, 

some runs left "out there", by the fielders who could've - nay should've - done better.  Better 
anticipation, quicker movement and improved accuracy of pick-up and throw.  Then, in the 
'Loc innings, what about the - exactly - 60 dot balls.  That's - again if your scribe's arithmetic 

is correct - exactly half the balls faced.  And these weren't just at the start, rather 29 of them 
were in the second ten overs of the 'Loc's innings, thirteen out of the last 30 deliveries being 

dots into the bargain!  Ouch.  
  

Work to do therefore as we get to the end of the first month of season 2013 and the first 
meaningful assessment of players' form and contributions can be reasonably made.  Luckily 

there's an immediate chance to make amends tomorrow as Prestwick visit in the Rowan Cup.  

  
Tight game at Toytown [posted 08/05/13] 

 
Excited home supporters at 
tonight's clash at Titwood 

Tonight's opening West League Cup group stage match 
saw the 'Loc make the short trip to deepest, darkest 

Crossmyloof to take on the Dark Side at Toytown.  With 

last Friday's Under 11 League skirmish being washed out 
this was the first southside derby of a new season.  Pre-

match there'd been some fears the game might've 
become a second derby washout in five days with rain 

washing out the preceding match played on the hockey 
pitch surrounds, the Pro Series game between the Reivers 
and Highlanders.  However "game on" it was after [what 

at least your correspondent thought was] the amusing 
SMS "The game's been abandoned so the game's on" was 

received at Rebel Alliance Central.  Does the Empire do 



irony? 

Anyway, to the match itself.  After winning the toss, Pasty decided to have a bowl first.  And 
this looked a decent enough decision twenty overs later when the 'Dale's innings closed on 

104 for 7 with only three Stormtroopers having gotten in to double figures.  Of these the 

standout knock was from home pro', Khan, who made 51.  His innings included a couple of 
maximums over the Toytown boundaries, and a 4.  Haroon Sher and Zulfi Shahid were the 

other two Empire batters who got past 10: 13 and 14 respectively being their contributions.  
The rest of the side batted round Khan, whose 51 came inside sixteen overs and was 51 of 

83 when he was caught by Coya off NJ's bowling.  This one of two grabs by Matt and one of 
four wickets for Nicky.  NJ's figures of 5-1-32-4, opening with Rusty, were the highlight of a 

pretty decent effort by the bowling unit as a whole, Khan apart, the rest of the oppo' batters 

being kept in check.  After Shahid's departure - the third wicket down - the rest of the 
scorecard read like a California zip code.  104 for 7 then, 105 to win. 

  
In a change to our normal programming, Anjum and Matt opened for the 'Loc in the hope of 

a pinch-hitting'esque start, with Carl sitting still at three and Pasty and Blue-Knee at four and 

five.  Mike, as this is the West League Cup, couldn't bat higher than six with Carl in at three.  
If you follow!  17 for 0 after four wasn't IPL-like batting, but with Haq opening the bowling 

for the Empire it was fine.  His five overs cost their usual miserly few runs - 15 this time - and 
would contribute as much to the eventual win for his side as Khan's runs off the bat did.  And 

talking of Khan's batting, it's fair to say he can bowl a bit too.  [Ed: next thing we'll learn he's 
also a really nice guy to boot!] His figures of 5-1-10-2 made Haq look positive expensive, talk 

of which brings us to the other two 'Dale  bowlers used - Ali and Chaudhry - whose ten overs 

cost 60.  
  

A bit like in the first innings there was one decent knock, two kind-of-cameos, and rest 
looked like binary code.  As for the Empire - where Khan scored the runs - it was Carl who 

made the only score of note for the 'Loc.  Unfortunately however, Carl couldn't quite match 

his counterpart's strike rate and his unbeaten 31 saw him in the middle from over five.  
Anjum (18) and Matt (10) were the other two batters into double figures, the 

others,.....weren't.  So in a funny way the two innings were similar.  Pro' makes runs, the 
other two in the top three get to 10, and everyone else gets hee-haw.  Bowling, there are 

two more expensive figures returned by two of four bowlers used in each innings too.  

Similar, but different - the difference being Mr Khan.  And he certainly can.....and did!  87 for 
6 was 17 runs shy of the Dark Side's total and so the win points stay at Toytown.  

  
Finally, to our friends from Toytown reading this - welcome, as always!  Your visits boost our 

hits, and our ad' income - please come again soon.    And, finally, finally, the big Q of the 
night: where was Barbour?  Bring Back Barbour we say: Paddy we missed you!  #BBB  Let's 

get it trending..... 

  
Carl just loves Penicuik! [posted 05/05/13] 

Penicuik continue to be Carly's favourite other Scottish club!  After playing them three times 
previously, he was going in to today's Scottish Cup match at Kirkhill with an average of 278 

against them.  And after today's game this had increased (!) to now stand at a mere 350!!  

Carl's unbeaten 72 was the innings around which others batted as the 'Loc found their batting 
again today, posting 217 for 6 first up.  A solid start of 66 was put on by the openers after 

Pasty's dreadul run of toss calling continued.  And it was the skipper who was first out - for 
34 - in the 23rd over.  Euan (22) then followed pretty quickly, and when Mikey (2) departed 

in the 30th over the 'board read 92 for 3 and three wickets had fallen for just 26 runs.  
However unlike in the first two matches of the season, the middle order prevented another 

house of cards effect.  And even though Anjum (3) didn't hang around too long Stiffy (17) 

and Matty (32) gave Carl more than satisfactory support.  And when when "time" was called 
on the 'Loc's innings 200-plus had been racked up for the first time this year, and Carl was 

unbeaten again against Penicuik, not out 72.  24 in wides was generous from the hosts too it 
has to be said, in a total of 27 extras.  

  



Defending 217 should have been achievable.  And when the home side did a Poloc Weeks #1 

and #2 impression, slumping to 8 for 2, the pendulum had very definitely swung towards the 
west.  Foulds and Potts, however, dug in and added 32 for the third wicket, the latter 

becoming Mikey's sole victim of the afternoon.  Foulds then continued to see partners come 
and go like Zsa Zsa Gabor, trying manfully to hold his side's innings together.  But wickets 

kept falling, Rusty's left-arm dibbly-dobblers [Ed: that's called bait!] causing carnage in the 

home side batting line-up.  He'd end up with a "4-for", taking four of the first six wickets to 
fall, returning overall figures of 13-2-32-4.  He'll not be able to move for a week methinks.....  

Also in amongst the wickets was NJ who grabbed three, returning 3 for 24 in his ten-over 
allocation.  In facr all the 'Loc  bowlers were pretty economic, Mushy's 7.5 overs of leg-spin 

costing just 18, with three maidens thrown in.  115 was the Penicuik total when last man 
Scott was run out by Stiffy, and the 'Loc were winners by 102 runs.  

  

A good win.  Elsewhere in the group Ayr lost to Stoneywood-Dyce, and so second spot is 
likely still a possibility with Ayr to play at home later in the season.  Next Saturday however 

sees the start of the league campaign, at Weirs are the visitors to Shawholm. 
  

Half as good as last week! [posted 27/04/13] 

98 all out batting first last week at New Cambusdoon seemed a shocker at the time.  Seven 
days on and another lost toss later and had the 'Loc made 98 they might've been in with a 

chance in this one.  But having collapsed to 8 for 5 [Ed: yes, you read it correctly dear 
reader: eight runs for five runs!] to muster the eventual 50 that was posted wasn't the worst 

effort!  Only Matt (13), after his blob last week, got in to double figures, that is if you 
discount extras which top-scored with 14!  There were two ducks in the innings too, to add to 

last weeks four, making the 2013 Webbed Feet Award table already pretty crowded.  For 

visitors Stoneywood-Dyce - they of the Afrikaans surnames - it was Elton Willemse who 
grabbed the bowling honours with 4 for 14, each of the other three bowlers who turned their 

arms over grabbing a brace of wickets.  
  

Then to add to the north-east boys' delight faced with a three-and-a-half hour return journey 

they knocked off the 51 runs they needed for the win, and the two points that went with this, 
inside nine overs.  Ideal, back on the road before 4pm!  Win:win,....literally, for the Dyce 

guys.  But at least for a nano-second the second innings looked like it might be interesting as 
the 'Loc themselves grabbed three quick wickets and reduced Stoneywood-Dyce to 13 for 3.  

But defending 50 only happens once in a blue moon, and there was neither a moon nor any 

other blue-coloured celestial body in the southside sky today and so it was that the 'Loc's 
Scottish Cup campaign record became P2, L2.  

  
Next week it's round three of matches, and the 'Loc travel to Kirkhill to play Penicuik who 

have also yet to get off the mark in the competition.  Here's hoping for a much better 
performance, a toss win, and maybe even some sun and a win!  Elsewhere in the group Ayr, 

last week's victors over the 'Loc, defeated Penicuik by 105 runs, whilst the 'Loc again weren't 

alone in recording a low total.  Watsonians, last season's beaten Scottish Cup finalists, were 
also skittled out cheaply, Drumps dismissing them for just 55, the same total Ferguslie posted 

at home to last year's cup winners Heriot's FP, whilst Dundee High School FP made 72 at The 
Grange and at Lochlands Kelburne were bowled out for just 84.  Throw in Glenrothes's94 all 

out versus Aberdeenshire and Freuchie's 102 against Weirs, and it's clear it was another 

bowlers' day. 
  

Ayr-raising start proves fatal [posted 20/04/13] 
0 for 2 isn't the best start to any match.  Far less a good start to a new season!  After what 

seems like a million balls hit indoors over the winter, the 'Loc openers found themselves out 
in the middle for real, first up, after Pasty lost the toss and was invited to have first use of a 

typical early season deck, i.e. bowler-friendly!  And Ayr's friendly opening bowlers Master 

McElnea (S) and new "Overseas Amateur" Schofield took full advantage.  Neil Smith was the 
catcher as two nicks found their way into his 'keeper gloves without a run on the 'board.  To 

intents and purposes then the 'Loc's openers were actually Mikey and Carly.  They added 33 



before Calum Leck took the first of what would be a "5-for".  33 for 3.  But though this was a 

poor start, worse would happen after a further 29 had been added.  Bang, bang and bang 
again as 62 for 3 became 63 for 6 - yikes, yes six!  Ooops, sorry dear reader, I meant 66 for 

7!!  The third and fourth ducks of the innings had seen the 'Loc's innings implode after it had 
just begun to suggest there might still be life in it.  But no.  The tail then swayed a bit rather 

than wagged, Flanners' 18 being a decent effort in amongst the carnage.  Mushy ended as 

the unbeaten batter, fittingly on 0*, and it was 98 all out in the 32nd over.  99 to win.  
  

7 for 1 in the Ayr reply would Raise a few hopes of making a fist of defending 98, but a 
patient half century from Andi McElnea in a partnership of 82 with Logan (35*) saw that no 

minor miracle was going to happen.  In the end Ayr took until the 31st over to chase their 
target down, again suggesting - c.f. previous seasons' match reports - that run-rate wasn't 

the 'Loc's problem, losing wickets was!  Still, some positives in defending 98 with decent 

bowling figures as a result.  Carly returned 5-1-11-0, Mikey 9-3-23-1 and NJ 6-0-20-1.  There 
just weren't enough runs scored to defend though. 

  
Next up it's Stoneywood-Dyce at home, the north-east side thrashing Penicuik in the other 

Group B group stage game played today.  Penicuik, in the field first, dismissed Stoneywood-

Dyce for 179 but then collapsed to 65 all out.  
 


